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Pragmatic ADO.NET: Data Access for the Internet WorldAddison Wesley, 2002
"This is my favorite book on ADO.NET. The author clearly has an extensive understanding of the subject matter. It is useful not only for expert data access programmers but also for weekend code warriors."
—Glenn Thimmes, Senior Software Engineer, New Dawn Technologies.Formerly Develop Support Engineer (WebData),...
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Escape From Excel Hell: Fixing Problems in Excel 2003, 2002 and 2000 (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
When Excel talks back to you, here's what to do
    

    You try to open a spreadsheet and Excel won't let you, because there's a macro involved. You cannot convince the software that the macro is safe. You hurl something across the room.    

    Grab this book instead! You'll find more than 200 fixes for things...
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Mfc Black BookCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Are you an MFC programmer? Good. There are two types of MFC
programmers. What kind are you? The first kind are the good programmers
who write programs that conform to the way MFC wants you to do things. The
second bunch are wild-eyed anarchists who insist on getting things done their
way. Me, I’m in the second group. If...
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Oracle Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Up-to-date, comprehensive coverage of the Oracle database and business intelligence tools
    Written by a team of Oracle insiders, this authoritative book provides you with the most current coverage of the Oracle data warehousing platform as well as the full suite of business intelligence tools.     You'll learn how to...
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Robust Statistics: Theory and Methods (Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Classical statistical techniques fail to cope well with deviations from a standard distribution. Robust statistical methods take into account these deviations while estimating the parameters of parametric models, thus increasing the accuracy of the inference. Research into robust methods is flourishing, with new methods being developed and...
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Point-Based Graphics (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
This book will present the latest research results in point-based computer graphics. After an overview of the key issues, affordable 3D scanning devices will be discussed and new concepts for the mathematical representation of point-sampled shapes will be presented. Then the authors will describe methods for high-performance and high-quality...
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The Calculus of Computation: Decision Procedures with Applications to VerificationSpringer, 2007
Computational logic is a fast-growing field with applications in artificial intelligence, constraint solving, and the design and verification of software and hardware systems. Written with graduate and advanced undergraduate students in mind, this textbook introduces computational logic from the foundations of first-order logic to state-of-the-art...
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How to Use Excel in Analytical Chemistry and in General Scientific Data AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2001
Spreadsheets provide one of the most easily learned routes to scientific computing. This book uses Excel®, the most powerful spreadsheet available, to explore and solve problems in general and chemical data analysis. It follows the usual sequence of college textbooks in analytical chemistry: statistics, chemical equilibria, pH calculations,...
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Handbook of Logic in Computer Science 5Oxford University Press, 2001
"Oxford University Press publishes a wonderful series of books entitled Handbook of Logic in Computer Science. ... Volume 5: Logic and Algebraic Methods, has I think the best discussion of abstract data types that I have read."--he Bulletin of Mathematics Books
     
Logic is now widely recognized as one of the foundational...
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Optimal Portfolio Modeling, CD-ROM includes Models Using Excel and R: Models to Maximize Returns and Control Risk in Excel and R (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
it takes more than just precise timing and picking the right stocks to achieve exceptional results in today's markets. In order to capture consistent success, you need to strike the right balance between position sizing and risk management.

Nobody understands this better than author Philip McDonnell, and with Optimal Portfolio Modeling,...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Professional Office Business Application Development: Using Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 and VSTOWrox Press, 2008
Office Business Applications (OBAs) are a bit of a mystery to some; developers often find it difficult to see Office as a true development platform. Nevertheless, Office has evolved quite a bit in the past few years into a strong platform that offers a number of rich technologies. Combine this with the ability to leverage the Microsoft...
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